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Recent Highlights:
The GENOVATE @UCC Project has two interconnected strands:
investigative and engagement. From the perspective of
engagement, the autumn semester has had a number of
significant highlights. First, early in September the GENOVATE
project team welcomed colleagues from across the university to
our Open Day to (a) reflect upon our eight proposed gender
equality actions, (b) consider word clouds of their colleagues’
views (gleaned from the GENOVATE Cafés) (c) share their own
views with the GENOVATE team.
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Recent highlights cont...
Second one of our proposed strategic planning actions (as
expressed in Proposed Action 1) was submitted to the
University Management Team and included in a modified
form in the University’s Annual Operational Plan 2015/16. Thus
one of the goals is to establish periodic reporting ‘to review
the implementation of gender equality actions’.
Third, on the 17th September GENOVATE’s Principal
Investigator, Dr. Caitríona Ni Laoire, presented GENOVATE’s
eight proposed gender equality actions to the University
Management Team—and a commitment was to made to
implement each action. The GENOVATE Project therefore has
moved to a new phase in the engagement process—
transforming the university’s commitment to our eight
proposed actions into results.
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What can you do...
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Inform: Enhance the efficacy of the actions — share your views about one or more of
GENOVATE’s eight proposed gender equality actions via genovate@ucc.ie.
Share the briefing notes with your colleagues — contribute to making the proposed
gender equality actions widely known; they are available here.
Influence: Raise the actions in decision-making; mobilise support for their adoption
and implementation.
Briefing notes of each of the eight proposed actions are available on our website:
https://www.ucc.ie/en/iss21/genovate/geap/.
See here also: the infographics of our eight proposed actions for UCC; the action research informing the actions ;and five reasons to integrate gender equality into strategic planning processes and outcomes.
For more information about GENOVATE generally: https://www.ucc.ie/en/iss21/
genovate/
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Useful Links
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Athena Swan Charter: http://www.ecu.ac.uk/equality-charters/athena-swan/
Athena Swan Awards Ireland: http://www.irishtimes.com/news/education/tcdand-university-of-limerick-win-gender-equality-awards-1.2301366
Gender Equality EC: http://ec.europa.eu/justice/gender-equality/
HEA Ireland Staff Statistics: http://www.hea.ie/news/gender-and-academic-staff
Gender and Research H2020: https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/
sites/horizon2020/files/FactSheet_Gender_2.pdf
Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission: http://www.ihrec.ie/

Contact Us
For further information on the GENOVATE project in UCC or any
items in this newsletter please do not hesitate to contact:
GENOVATE Project
ISS21, William Thompson House, UCC.
Email: genovate@ucc.ie
Phone: +353 (0)21 490 3398
Websites: GENOVATE-UCC; GENOVATE-EU
@GENOVATE_UCC
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